
5.3.3 SPORTS AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES/COMPETITIONS ORGANISED

BY THE INSTITUTION - 2016-17





 

CHETTINAD FUTSAL PREMIER LEAGUE 2016 – 17 

 

VENIUE: Futsal Ground                                DATE:11.09.2016 

SUMMARY 

Futsal premier league was held at Chettinad Dental College, Kelambakkam. This event was hosted 

and conducted by Chettinad Dental College and Research Institute. It was organised by the Interns 

batch of the academic year 2016 – 17 (Dextrogans). 

The First, Second,Third and Fourth year students of our college participated as batches. Each batch 

was given a different name. 

First year - Xorticanz 

Second year - Aphrodons  

Third year - Felonix  

Fourth year - Hitlisters  

The otherspeciality students of Chettinad Academy of Research and Education also participated. 

The participants were very enthusiastic and gave a tough competition to their opponents. Chettinad 

dental college and Chettinad school of Nursing were qualified for the final match and finally 

Chettinad dental college won the event. The distribution of prizes was done by Dr.Rajesh, the Dean 

of Chettinad dental college. The event ended with Vote of thanks by the Dean. 
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VOLLEYBALL PREMIER LEAGUE ( 2016 – 2017 ) 

 

VENUE: Volleyball Ground                                          DATE:22.01.2017 

SUMMARY 

The Volleyball Premier League was held on 22
nd

 January 2017, which was conducted at Chettinad 

Dental College and Research Institute.  

 

The batches that represented Chettinad Dental College were 

First year - Xorticanz 

Second year - Aphrodons  

Third year - Felonix  

Fourth year - Hitlisters  

The otherspeciality students of Chettinad Academy of Research and Education also participated. 

It was a conducted for two days; the matches began by 8:00 AM and ended by 6:00 PM. 

The various fraternities were grouped into 2 groups (A & B) and leagues of matches were conducted. 

The college that topped A group in women’s match was Chettinad Medical College and in B group it 

was Chettinad Dental College. In the men’s teams, Chettinad Dental College and Chettinad School 

of Nursing topped the respective groups. 

Winners of the events are:  

Women: 

Steffy - 2
nd

 year 

Madhuvathani - 2
nd

 year 

Men:  

Naveen - 4
th

 year 

Gokul - 4
th

 year 

The certificates and medals were distributed to the winners by the Vice Chancellor of Chettinad 

Health City, Mr. Balasubramanian Thangavel. 
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CHETFEST 2016-17 

VENUE:Academic Block/Sigapi Achi Auditorium    DATE:17,19-3-17 

SUMMARY: 

Chetfusion is a Intracollege sports and cultural event that takes place among students of all the 

courses of Chettinad Health City. The whole University comprises of many courses and all the 

students were divided into 8 different teams. This helped as a bridge to create interaction between the 

students of different courses. It was mainly organised by the final year batches from BDS and 

MBBS. Two representatives were assigned for each team and all the events were effectively 

organised. 

Various cultural and sports events were conducted for four days. Cultural events took place during 

the first two days which started at 10:00 AM with the inauguration. The cultural events were 

1. western and  Indian dance, 

2.  Bride and groom, 

3.  Mehandi, Nail art and Adzap, 

4. Adaptunes,  

5. Movie dubbing,  

6. Art from waste, Photography  and Fashion show.  

The sports events were conducted for the next 2 days which was started with the March-past which 

was performed by the team members of all the 8 teams. The torch that symbolises the true sports 

manship was ignited and the events began. The various sports events held were 

1. Volleyball, 

2.  Throwball,  

3. Badminton, 

4.  Kho-Kho,  

5. Cricket,  

6. Basketball, 

7.  Football, Relay, Javelin, Discus throw and Shotput. 

All the teams participated in a determined way and won in various games and cultural events. 

The overall cultural winners were the DUBSTEP team and the runners were the GLITCH HOP and 

the Sports winners were the FUNTRONICA team and the runners were the ELECTROCLASH team. 

The prizes were distributed to the winners by the Dean of the Chettinad Dental and Medical College 

and the Vice Chancellor of Chettinad health city. 
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CHETTINAD TABLE TENNIS PREMIUM LEAGUE 2016-17 

VENUE:Indoor Stadium                                                                DATE:25.6.17 

SUMMARY: 

Chettinad Table Tennis Tournament was conducted by Chettinad Dental College and 

Research Institute, Kelambakkam on 25.6.17.. The tournament was held at the indoor 

stadium of the college. The organization of the event was done by the Interns batch, 

under the guidance of Mr. Kirubalan, the Staff of Physical education of the college. 

Tournament was held between the batches first, second, third and  final years. The 

match was held for men and women separately and for a team to announce as winners 

2 of the 3 games have to be won.  

The students who won prizes and medals in the respective event are 

Men : 

1. Kavin.M and Manna VAs 

     2.Madhana Raj and Sankar Das 

Women : 

1. Priyanka and Josini 

2. Suganthi Dyslvia and Aishwarya.V 

The distribution of prizes was done by the Dean,CDCRI - Dr.P.Rajesh and the activity 

report was prepared by Mr.Kribalan. 
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